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Abstract 
 
 
Density of standard weights is one of many parameters that have the influences on the mass 
determination of the weights. As it is used to calculate the air buoyancy correction, which is an 
important factor to precisely determine the mass of the weights. According to the International 
Organization of Legal Metrology (OIML) recommendation R 111-1, 2004(E), there are six accepted 
methods for the determination of the density of standard weights. Those are methods A, B, C, D, E and 
F. For the first four method, the test weights are weighed in standard density liquids such as water. 
Method E determines volume and hence density by geometric measurement,  while the density 
estimation of method F is based on known composition. Among these six methods, method A is the 
most accurate. Method A uses hydrostatic technique, which compares test weights with reference 
weights both in air and in liquid of known density. This method can be separated into three methods, 
which are A1, A2 and A3. However, only method A1 is mentioned in this work. The technique used in 
method A1 is that the test weight and the first reference weight are firstly compared in air. Then, the 
test weight in liquid is compared with the second reference weight in air. The test weights used in this 
work are weights class E having mass between 5 g and 100 g. These weights are manufactured by 
stainless steel. In this paper, the densities with expanded uncertainty (for k=2) of these test weights are 
determined and reported. The uncertainties obtained are within specification of OIML R111-1, which 
is between 1.5 kg.m-3 to 60 kg.m-3. The measured densities are compared with those obtained from the 
method accredited by the Accreditation Body of Deutsche Akkreditierungsstelle (DAkkS), ISO/IEC 
17025, on the registration number D-K-15194-01-00. Results obtained from both methods are 
consistent as shown by En numbers. The absolute En numbers is not greater than 1.0, which is 
satisfied. 
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Introduction 
When mass comparison between higher class 

weights is performed in the atmosphere, it needs to 
make a correction for air buoyancy calculated from 
the air density and the volume difference between 
weights to be compared. For this correction, the 
density of the weight must be known [1]. In reference 
to the International Organization of Legal Metrology 
(OIML) recommendation R111-1, 2004(E) [2], it is 
state that the certificate for the highest class E1 
weights should mention the density or volume of each 
weight. According to the recommendation, the 
minimum and maximum limits for the density of class  

 
E1 weights of nominal masses ranging from 1 g to 1 
kg should be 6900 kg.m-3 and 9600 kg.m-3. 

In this paper, the samples are the standard 
weight of  5 g to 100 g class E1 with the total of 5 
pieces by controlling the environment of the storage 
room for these standard weights refer to 
environmental condition requirements of the OIML R 
111-1, at the average temperature of 22.5 ± 0.5 oC per 
12 hours and at the average relative humidity of       
50 ± 5 % per 4 hours. Therefore the air density 
deviates from 1.2 kg.m-3 by not more than 10%. 
According to the OIML R 111-1, there are six 
accepted methods for the determination of the density 
of standard weights. Those are methods A, B, C, D, E 
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and F. Among these six methods, method A is the 
most accurate. Method A uses hydrostatic technique 
and this method can be separated into three methods, 
which are A1, A2 and A3. However, only method A1 
is mentioned in this work. The technique used in 
method A1 is that the test weight and the first 
reference weight are firstly compared in air. Then, the 
test weight in liquid is compared with the second 
reference weight in air. 

In this research, the densities with their 
uncertainties of standard weights are reported by 
method A1. 

 
Technical Details 

 
The system of measurement, called  

Hydrostatic technique comparison : Method A1 (two 
different reference weights weighed in air) which 
this method is comparison between test and first 
reference weight in air and comparison between test 
weight in liquid of known density and second 
reference weight in air. In this case, the liquid is the 
distill water. The apparatus of measurement shown 
in   Figure 1. The detail of standards and support 
equipment  requirements are : 

 
- Reference weight set (Mettler Toledo); 

class E1 (range 20 mg  to 100 g) 
- Electronic balance (Mettler Toledo); 

Model AT201 (maximum capacity 200 g 
and  resolution 0.01 mg) 

- Digital thermometer with probe for 
monitor water temperature (Yokogawa); 
Model 7563 (resolution 0.01 oC) 

- Environment sensor with probe for 
monitor temperature, relative humidity and 
air pressure of room (Almemo);  Model 
2390-4S (resolution 0.01 oC, 0.1 % and  
0.1 mbar respectively) 

- Stone table 
- Water bath  
- Suspension wires and weight holders  
- Tools for handling weights 

 
 

 
 

Figure1. System of test method A1  
 
 

By reporting the density is reported that the density at 
20 oC, (tref). Therefore the measurement is performed 
at a different temperature, the density, (tmeas)  should 
be recalculated for reference temperature, tref = 20 oC 
making use of the volume expansion coefficient, , of 
the material which the test weights are manufactured 
by stainless steel. So  be used is 4.8x10-5 oC-1 [3]. 
According to the OIML R 111-1, the estimated typical 
uncertainties, U (for k=2) by method A1 of weight 
size 1 g to 1 kg are between 1.5 kg.m-3 to 60 kg.m-3. 
The statement of density with a reference temperature 
and a volume expansion coefficient of weight 
material,  can be converted to the corresponding 
relations [2]: 
 
휌 푡 = 휌(푡 ) 1 + 훾 푡 − 푡             (1) 

 
Hydrostatic weighing is usually carried out at a 

water temperature, tmeas as close to the reference 
temperature as possible in order to avoid uncertainties 
due to corrections for volume expansion.    Moreover, 
the influence quantities and factors which are of    
great importance in hydrostatic weighing will be deal 
with suitability of the electronic balance and air 
bubbles [4]. 

 
Measurement 

 
Prior to measurement the test weights are 

carefully cleaned with distill water and take 
stabilization time after cleaning [2]. Measurement 
procedure as follows : 

 
- Firstly weighing (test weight in air), the test 

weight, mta is weighed in air (of density, a) 
and record indication, Ita and remove the 
test weight. 

- Secondly weighing (first reference weight 
in air), the first reference weight, mra is 
weighed in air (of density, a) and record 
indication, Ira and remove the first reference 
weight. 

- Thirdly weighing (test weight in distill 
water), the test weight, mtl is weighed in 
distill water (of density, l) and record 
indication, Itl and remove the test weight. 

- Lastly weighing (second reference weight 
in air), the second reference weight, mrl is 
weighed in air (of density, al) and record 
indication, Irl and remove the second 
reference weight. 
 

The second reference weight is usually a 
combination of weights for which the electronic 
balance indication is close to the electronic 
balance indication for the submersed weight. 
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Results and Discussions 
 
The density of the test weight, t is calculated by 
 
휌 = ( ∆ ) ( ∆ )

∆ ∆
     (2) 

 
with : 퐶 = 1 −              (3) 

          퐶 = 1 −                                                 (4) 
          ∆푚 = (퐼 − 퐼 )퐶                                   (5) 
          ∆푚 = (퐼 − 퐼 )퐶                                     (6) 
          퐶 = 1 −                                                   (7) 
The symbol ra is the density of the first reference 
weight , rl is the density of the second reference 
weight,  s is the density of the sensitivity weight and 
as is the air density at the time the electronic balance 
was calibrated. 

 
For relative uncertainty of density of test weight  

is calculated by 
 

푢(휌 )
휌

= 푐(휌 )
푢(휌 )

휌
+ 푐(휌 )

푢(휌 )
휌

+
푢(휌 )

휌
 

              + 푐(휌 )
푢(휌 )

휌
+ 푐(휌 )

푢(휌 )
휌

+ 푐 (푚 ) 

 ∙ 2 ( ) + (∆ ) + (∆ ) +    (8) 

 
with :  푐(휌 ) = − 1 − 1 −                   (9) 

           푐(휌 ) = (휌 − 휌 )                               (10) 

           푐(휌 ) = (휌 − 휌 )                              (11) 
          
 
 

           푐(휌 ) = −푐(휌 ) = (휌 − 휌 )            (12) 

           |푐(푚 )| = ( )                                         (13) 

           ( ) = ( ) + ( )                           (14) 
 
The symbols u(a) is the uncertainty of the air density 
at the time the first reference weight and the test 
weight are weighed, u(al) is the uncertainty of the air 
density at the time the second reference weight is 
weighed, u(l) is the uncertainty of the density of 
distill water, u(ra) is the uncertainty of the density of 
first reference weight, u(rl) is the uncertainty of the 
density of second reference weight, u(mra) is the 
uncertainty of the first reference weight,  u(mrl) is the 
uncertainty of the second reference weight,  u(mwa) 
is the uncertainty of the weighing of the difference 
between test weight and first reference weight, 
u(mwl) is the uncertainty of the weighing of the 
difference between test weight and second reference 
weight and u(mcap) is the uncertainty due to the 
surface tension effect on the suspension wire. 

 
The measured densities and uncertainties of five 

standard weights obtained from method A1 and from 
the method accredited by DAkkS [5] are shown in 
table 1. It can be seen that the results obtained from 
both methods are consistent as shown by En numbers 
[6]. The absolute En numbers is not greater than 1.0, 
which is satisfied. 

 
Table 2 presents the example of source of 

uncertainty obtained from 10 g standard weight [7]. 
 
 
 

Table 1 : The measured densities and uncertainties of five standard weights obtained from method A1 and from 
the method accredited by DAkkS 
 

Nominal 
Value 

Density (t = 20oC)  
Method A1 

Uncertainty 
(k=2) 

Density (t = 20oC)  
Method Accredited 

Uncertainty 
(k=2) 

En numbers 

5 g 8008 kg.m-3 54 kg.m-3 8007 kg.m-3 20 kg.m-3 0.02 
10 g 8007 kg.m-3 38 kg.m-3 8007 kg.m-3 15 kg.m-3 0.01 
20 g 8020 kg.m-3 35 kg.m-3 8018 kg.m-3 10 kg.m-3 0.05 
50 g 8015.2 kg.m-3 30.9 kg.m-3 8015.8 kg.m-3 5.6 kg.m-3 0.02 
100 g 8016.1 kg.m-3 15.4 kg.m-3 8014.9 kg.m-3 4.2 kg.m-3 0.08 

Conclusions 
The calibrations of five standard weights using 

method A1 have been explained in this paper. The 
results are reported in terms of densities including 
uncertainties of the weights. The sources of 
uncertainty were also presented. It was seen that the 
maximum uncertainty came from the effect of surface 
tension on the suspension wire. However, the OIML 
R 111-1 specification specifies that the estimated 
typical uncertainties, U (for k=2) by method A1 of 
weight  size  1 g  to  1  kg  are  between  1.5  kg.m-3 to       

 
 

 
60 kg.m-3. These uncertainties are within 
specification. 

The measured densities were compared with 
those obtained from method accredited by DAkkS, 
ISO/IEC 17025. The comparison shows acceptable 
agreement, which can be seen from the En numbers. 
The uncertainties from method A1 are more than 
those from method accredited by DAkkS. However, 
method A1 required shorter calibration time than 
method accredited by DAkkS.  
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Table 2 : The example of source of uncertainty obtained from 10 g standard weight 
 

Symbol Source of 
Uncertainty 

Value Sensitivity 
Coefficient 

Uncertainty 
Contribution 

Unit Degree of 
Freedom 

a 
Air density : weighing 
test and first reference 
weight in air 

6.016x10-3 -6.720x10-6 -4.043x10-8 - ∞ 

al 
Air density : weighing 
second reference weight 
in air 

6.016x10-3 -1.040x10-3 -6.255x10-6 - ∞ 

l 
Water density : 
weighing test weight in 
water 

1.850x10-6 1.000 1.850x10-6 - ∞ 

ra 
Density of first 
reference weight 5.966x10-4 1.043x10-3 6.225x10-7 - ∞ 

rl 
Density of second 
reference weight 2.454x10-3 1.040x10-3 2.552x10-6 - ∞ 

mr 
Conventional mass of 
first and second 
reference weight 

1.311x10-6 7.025 9.212x10-6 - ∞ 

mwa 
Difference of test and 
first reference weight 2.231x10-6 7.025 1.567x10-5 - 4 

mwl 
Difference of test and 
second reference weight 5.516x10-6 7.025 3.875x10-5 - 4 

mcap 
Surface tension effect on 
the suspension wire 3.365x10-4 7.025 2.363x10-3 - ∞ 

ut)/t 
Relative uncertainty of 
density of test weight 

 
2.364x10-3 -  

ut) 
Combined uncertainty of 
density of test weight 18.926 kg.m-3 2.277x1023 

Ut) 
Expanded uncertainty of 
density of test weight k = 2  37.852 kg.m-3  

Density of test weight : 8006.381 kg.m-3  
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